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Abstract—This paper proposed a 3D source generation 
method for generating elemental image array (EIA) of integrated 
imaging. The proposed method can break through the constraints 
between parameters of traditional integrated imaging record 
device and display device, and allow to obtain a new set of EIA 
suited to be displayed by an integrated imaging display device 
with arbitrary parameters from any given recorded EIA. Three-
dimensional display results demonstrate the correctness and 
effectiveness of the proposed method. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Integrated imaging, as currently a main research direction 
in three-dimensional (3D) display areas [1-4], is considered to 
be the most promising techniques to bring 3D display to films 
and television. Since firstly proposed by Lipmann in 1908, 
integrated imaging has encountered the depth reversal problem 
[5-6], and researchers have always worked on overcoming this 
drawback [7-9]. A simple but effective method proposed by 
Okano and co-workers is to rotate each elemental image by 
180º around the image center [10], but it still has a weakness of 
reconstructing only virtual 3D images. Another classical 
method which carries out a second record process was 
proposed by H. E. Ives [6], the depth of reconstructed 3D 
image is reversed twice, so an orthoscopic image with correct 
depth can be obtained. With the development of computer 
techniques, computerized two-step integrated imaging methods 
were proposed [11-14], the second record process of Ives’ 
method is simulated in computer and synthetic elemental image 
array (EIA) is generated by pixel mapping algorism, integrated 
imaging display using these methods can avoid the problem of 
image quality degrading which is generally existed in the 
optical record methods [15]. However, consequent problems 
such as black zone, pixel mapping errors, and homologous 
pixels missing are discovered in pixel mapping process. To 
solve these problems, methods of eliminating black zone and 
methods of decreasing pixel mapping errors were proposed 
[16-18]. A major requisite for applying integrated imaging to 
3D films and television is the generation of 3D source with 
corresponding parameters to match various display devices. 
Integrated imaging is theoretically based on the path-reversal 
principle, it requires the same parameters in both record and 
display processes to reconstruct the real light field of the object. 
But 3D display devices of integrated imaging systems vary in 
their parameters Therefore, greater demands are being placed 
on the methods of generating synthetic EIA. 

In this paper we propose a 3D source generation method to 
generate, according to the parameters of integrated imaging 
display device, the synthetic EIA from the one captured in the 
record process of integrated imaging. Integrated imaging 
system using this method can realize the aim of “record once 
and display everywhere” by generating the synthetic EIA 
which matches the display device with different lens array, 
different displaying mode (depth-priority mode or resolution-
priority mode), different 3D viewing angle and different 
resampling spacing (larger or smaller than the sample spacing 
in the record process). 

II. PRINCIPLES 

The proposed EIA generation method, as shown in Figure 1, 
consists of two steps which are 3D-coordinates restoration and 
EIA resampling. Two pinhole arrays (PA): PA1 and PA2 are set 
up to simulate the record lens array and display lens array, 
respectively. Rays emitted from each set of homologous pixels 
of EIA1 (captured in the record process) are converged as a 3D 
image point, the 3D coordinates of each 3D object point can be 
restored by simple geometric calculation with parameters of 
EIA1 and PA1. Synthetic EIA2 can be obtained by resampling 
the 3D point through the PA2. The EIA2 generated with this 
method can break through the constraints of sampling spacing 
and sampling range of the record lens array in an integrated 
imaging system, this makes the synthetic EIA2 with smaller 
sampling spacing and larger sampling range available to be 
displayed on the integrated imaging devices with smaller 
spatial resolution angle and larger viewing angle. 

The EIA2 which matches the parameters of display device 
can be generated by the proposed EIA resampling method. PA2 
is used to capture the reconstructed 3D points, and the 
parameters of PA2 can be set from that of the display device, 
and the gap g2 can be calculated according to the display 
parameters, as  
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where LCDP denotes the gap between PA2 and the central depth 
plane, f2 is the focus length of display lens array. The integrated 
imaging display device works in resolution-priority mode when 
g2≠f, and it works in depth-priority mode when g2= f2.  
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PA2 is used to capture the light rays emitted from the 
reconstructed object point, and the resampling spacing can be 
calculated as 

 
FIGURE I. DIAGRAM OF EIA GENERATION METHOD 
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To avoid the overlap between adjacent elemental images, 
the light field resampling range must be restricted as 
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With the restriction of EIA resampling range θ2, range of 
serial numbers of pinhole (m′,n′) which can capture the light 
rays of object point can be expressed as  
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The coordinates I′(m′,n′,i′,j′) of the pixel which captures the 
light rays through pinhole (m′, n′), can be written as  
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Equation (5) indicates the pixel in the i'th row of j'th 
column of the elemental image which locates in the m'th row of 
n'th column of EIA2 captured the light rays of the object point. 
Δp2 is the pixel size of EIA2, m′ and n′ take the round number 
in the range restricted by Eq. (4). 

Finally the pixel value of EIA2 can be obtained from EIA1 
through the pixel mapping algorism, 

 I′(m′,n′,i′,j′)= I(m,n,i,j)  

Fig.2 is the flow diagram of the EIA generation procedure. 
The adjacent elemental images of EIA1 have many repetitions 
in pixels when the record lens array has small spacing. To 
avoid repeat computation, each time before a pixel mapping 
progress the program that we designed will search for the 
homologous pixels in the previous elemental images of EIA1. 
If the homologous pixel is found, it demonstrates this object 
point has been mapped and we skip to the next pixel. In this 
way, the executive efficiency of the procedure can be improved 
significantly.  

 
FIGURE II. FLOW DIAGRAM OF THE EIA GENERATION PROCEDURE 

III. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS 

We design two integrated imaging display with different 
parameters, one with macrolens array and the other with 
microlens array. And then we apply this method to generate the 
EIA2s which match the two display devices from the EIA1 
captured in computer.  
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A 3D scene we built in software 3DS MAX is shown in 
Figure 3(a), two characters, ‘3’ and ‘D’, are set at different 
depths, a camera array is used to generate the EIA1. The 
simulation parameters of record device and display device are 
listed in Table 1.  

In the record process, we set up a camera array in 3DS 
MAX software to record and generate the EIA1 as well as its 
corresponding depth image, as shown in Figure 3(b) and Figure 
3(c). It should be noted that in the recording for a real 3D scene, 
the texture image and depth image can be recorded by various 
depth camera (e.g. Kinect) as well. 

 

FIGURE III. 3D SCENE BUILT IN 3DS MAX SOFTWARE AND PART OF 
THE EIA1 RECORDED IN COMPUTER. 

TABLE I. SIMULATION PARAMETERS OF RECORD DEVICE AND 
DISPLAY DEVICE 

Parameters 
Captured 

EIA1 

EIA2 for 
macrolens 

array 

EIA2 for 
microlens 

array 

Number of elemental images 
M1×N1= 
12×7 

M2×N2=7×4 
M2×N2= 
120×67 

Pitch of lens array p1=10 mm p2=14.7mm p2=1mm 

Focus length of lens array f1=15mm f2=12.7mm f2=3.3mm 

Gap between lens array and 
EIA 

g1=15mm 

g2=14.5mm 

(resolution-
priority 
mode) 

g2=3.3mm 

(depth-
priority 
mode) 

Resolution of elemental 
image 

r1=500 r2=467 r2=32 

Field of view /viewing angle θ1=36.87° θ2=53.76° θ2=17.23° 

Gap between record and 
display lens array 

 - L=270mm L=130mm 

Sample spacing of character 
'3' 

Δθ1=5.71° Δθ2=5.94° Δθ2=1.91° 

Sample spacing of character 
'D' 

Δθ1=3.37° Δθ2=8.36° Δθ2=1.43° 

Two sets of EIA2 with different parameters were generated 
through the proposed EIA generation method, as shown in 
Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). The generated EIA2s looks very different 
from the EIA1 shown in Fig. 3(b), and they do not have the 
problems of pixel mapping errors and homologous pixels 
missing. According to the computational formula of viewing 
angle in reference [2], when the EIA2s are displayed on the 
two integrated imaging system, the viewing angle can be 
expanded to 53.76° when EIA2 is applied to the display device 
with macrolens array. The sample spacing of character ‘3’ and 
‘D’ can be decreased to 1.91° and 1.43° respectively when 
EIA2 is applied to the display device with microlens array, 
thus a smoother moving parallax can be obtained. 

 
FIGURE IV. TWO EIA2S GENERATED BY OUR PROPOSED METHOD 

(a) EIA2 ready to be displayed on the integrated 
imaging system with macrolens array 

(b) EIA2 ready to be displayed on the integrated 
imaging system with microlens array 

3 D 
(a) 3D scene 

(b) EIA1 

(c) Depth image 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS 

We have proposed a 3D source generation method for 
generating EIA of integrated imaging, by the EIA resampling 
process. From any given recorded EIA, We can generate a new 
set of EIA which is suitable to be displayed in an integrated 
imaging 3D display device. The proposed method can break 
through the constraints of the field of view and the sampling 
spacing of record device. We can obtain larger viewing angle 
or smoother 3D images by generating synthetic EIA with 
suitable parameters. 
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